(For those of you who have watched porn, you will probably understand all this. My proclivity deals
mostly with busty Asian women, which means I have to deal with a special problem: )

Japanese Porn
If you don’t know, Japanese porn is unique . A Google search will show you what I mean. In one click
you’ll find that all of the male genitalia has been censored, and the common penis is now just a fuzzy
glob in a bad skin flick.
That’s right, all adult films from the Land of the Rising Cum are brutally censored and the dicks are
intentionally obscured - the faceless heads pixelated like a flesh-colored Rubik’s cube. The result is a
strange and useless smut that comes off like a crime documentary where the suspect penis is being
interrogated by the cops, but his identity must be hidden for some reason.
So why are oriental pornographers smudging these shafts in nearly every X-rated film? Is it to obscure
the identity of the cock star? Seems arrogant that Asian studs think they’re that special – could they
even pick out their own joystick in a police line-up? I think not, and I’m fairly certain none of the pricks
I’ve seen are in ‘penis witness protection program’ either.
(I just had a frightening thought – what if Asian dicks are actually fuzzy, like a dandelion? I couldn’t
handle that kind of Dr. Suess reality – I assume this is NOT the case!)
Anyways, I got curious and I looked it up. Apparently, there’s a ‘morality law’ from the prudes on this
island nation that dictates local porn producers can’t show an untreated cock.
Not uncircumcised. Not unsheathed. No cocks allowed – well, no plain cocks allowed. What
hippocrits! - Morality from the same culture that brought us cum bukkakes, uniformed schoolgirl
fetishes and tentacle porn. Really?
After I thought about this for a while, a few simple realities about it unnerved me. For example, with
all this ‘dick redaction’ going on this must be someone’s job, right? And who assigns this kind of
work? Or worse, who APPROVES your prick hazing work? What are raises based on? Is there profit
sharing, how does that work? The mind boggles.
Plus, there’s got to be a cock blurring sweatshop on the outskirts of Tokyo somewhere - What might
that be called?
Erection Erasers? Willy Wipers? Pecker Obscura? Phallus Fuzzers? I could go on, but I’ll spare you.
Just Google “Trouser Snake Decapitation Services” for a full listing.
Look, I think we’re all perverts in some way so who am I to judge? But whenever you’re the ONLY
culture doing something like this – it says a lot. Either you’re a genius pioneer OR a misguided
moralist with some daddy issues as a society. Maybe Asian policy makers should consider what
removing the penis from the sex act says about their culture. Or maybe the culture should give the
policy makers a second look – and make sure THESE dicks aren’t obscured.

